Study of chemically induced pressure generation of hydrogels under isochoric conditions using a microfabricated device.
A method is proposed to study the behavior of stimulus-sensitive hydrogels under isochoric conditions. Freedom of swell movement of such a hydrogel was restricted in all directions by enclosing the hydrogel between a micropressure sensor and a porous cover. Water and external stimuli can be applied to the hydrogel through the pores of the cover to provoke swelling, which results in pressure generation measured by the pressure sensor. The method was put to the proof by examining the response of a pH-sensitive hydrogel to changes in pH, ionic strength, and buffer concentrations of the surrounding solution. Both equilibrium and dynamic pressure generation were observed. The results show that higher pressures are obtained by incorporating more ionizable groups into the hydrogel network or by lowering the ionic strength of the external solution. Furthermore it was proven that pressures reach equilibrium faster when less titratable groups are incorporated or at the presence of higher buffer concentrations in the surrounding solution. By using microfabrication techniques the dimensions of the hydrogel could be kept small with the advantage that responses are fast. A DMAEMA-co-HEMA hydrogel with 2.5% protonable groups and a thickness of 15 microm generated a Delta pressure of 0.67 x 10(5) Pa in 12 min when a pH step from 9 to 6 was applied. The presented method is a simple and fast manner to characterize the static and dynamic stimulus-dependent behavior of hydrogels.